Innovations in brachytherapy in gynecologic oncology.
With the discovery of radium by Curie in 1898, researchers recognized that this unique radionuclide had specific biologic properties that were applicable to treating patients with cancer. In the beginning, the radium sources were placed within cavities as independent sources and, when needles were available, implanted into tissues. The first combination of brachytherapy, technologies with external-beam radiation therapy was reported by Wright at the Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center in New York in 1914 in the treatment of a patient with cervical cancer. Next, there was a rapid implementation of brachytherapy in the treatment of cancer by intracavitary placement of radionuclides, interstitial implantation technologies, and systemic administrations. With the development of new radionuclides, including cesium-137, cobalt-60, iridium-192, iodine-125, palladium-103, ruthenium-109, strontium-90, iodine-131, and californium-225, which had varying types of radiation emissions appropriate when properly selected in treatment of cancer, there was a rapid development of innovative technologies to treat all malignancies, especially gynecologic cancer. The evolution of events brought forth new applicators and techniques that allowed for better distribution of the radiation dosage within the tumor being treated, safer use of radionuclides, and the development of computer programs allowing for varying source applications and dose distributions within the volume implanted.